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Posted by u/muusicman 29 minutes ago

Yay another outage!
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jefhildy · 21m

Starlink has been down in Normandie France for the last few

hours. Argg
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binogure · 19m

Down in Pyrénées Atlantiques too
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killic41 · 11m

Since this morning it's been a horror ... Many many many many

cuts !!!

France #CentreValdeLoire
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More posts from the Starlink community

gle42 · 2m

Same in France #Yaute
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📶 Starlink Speed

674  157 Comments  Share 

Posted by u/PsychologicalBoss 6 days ago

Can we soon look forward to a bandwidth
increase to 500Mbit/s? 🤩 (Elon asks if we want ½ gigabit and
low latency internet on commercial passenger planes).

 

📰 News

barrons.com/articl... 

Posted by u/TheLantean 5 days ago

After Elon Musk Said Starlink Can
Do Wi-Fi On Planes Competitors' Stocks
Are Dropping
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📰 News

294  82 Comments  Share 

Posted by u/Wizardly-WebMaster 4 days ago

And now France | as of yesterday…

 

📶 Starlink Speed

OC

Posted by u/Ok-Fudge-1120 1 day ago

Can't believe that this is what I now consider a
"bad" speedtest. Thanks SL for literally changing my life.
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